In this paper, we study novel variants of the well-known twoechelon vehicle routing problem in which a truck works on the first echelon to transport parcels and a fleet of drones to intermediate depots while in the second echelon, the drones are used to deliver parcels from intermediate depots to customers. The objective is to minimize the completion time instead of the transportation cost as in classical 2-echelon vehicle routing problems. Depending on the context, a drone can be launched from the truck at an intermediate depot once (single trip drone) or several times (multiple trip drone). Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) models are first proposed to formulate mathematically the problems and solve to optimality small-size instances. To handle larger instances, a metaheuristic based on the idea of Greedy Randomized Adaptive Search Procedure (GRASP) is introduced. Experimental results obtained on instances of different contexts are reported and analyzed.
Introduction
Nowadays, as technology for aerial mobility progresses, delivery schemes are naturally destined to make use of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs or drones), and multiple companies such as Amazon [1] , UPS [5] , DHL [2] , 7-Eleven [4] and Alibaba [3] have already prepared for this transition in practice. There are four advantages of using drones for delivery: (1) it can be operated without a human driver, (2) it flies over traditional road networks and as a result can visit truck-unreachable customers, (3) it is faster than trucks, and (4) it has much lower transportation costs per kilometer. Yet, drones also pose specific challenges, due to their limited autonomy, smaller capacity, and possible need of visiting stations for charging or swapping batteries. To offset the drawbacks of both vehicles, they are coupled together to make delivery as proposed in multiple recently published works [27, 18] . In this paper, we consider situations in which the customers cannot be reached by heavy truck and must be serviced by drones. This raises new routing variants that use the combination of truck and drones for delivery. We call the problems as Two-echelon Routing Problems with Truck and Drones (2ER-TD) and define them as prototypical problems. The main difference between the 2ER-TD and the classical Two-Echelon Vehicle Routing Problem (2EVRP) is that drones are used in the second echelon instead of trucks. In addition, because the drones are transported by the truck to intermediate depots, the truck after launching the drones must stay at an intermediate depot to wait for the drones coming back.
The 2ER-TD is a generalization of the traveling salesman problem (TSP) and can be defined formally as follows. Let G = (V ∪ W, E 1 ∪ E2) be an undirected graph, where V ∪ W is the node set and E 1 ∪ E 2 is the edge set. V = {v 0 , ..., v n−1 } is the set of n nodes that can be visited by truck, and W = {w 1 , w 2 , ..., w l } is the set of nodes that must be delivered by drones. The nodes in V and W are also called truck nodes and drone nodes (or customers), respectively. Node v 0 is the depot; a truck and a set U of u identical drones are located there. Each drone has a flying range r measured by the time drone can autonomously fly. The truck does not service customers directly but plays the role of a mobile depot to help the drones reaching customers to deliver. Because the drones travel between nodes in V with the truck, after the drones are launched from the truck at a node v i ∈ V , the truck stays at i to wait for the drones coming back. A travel time t ij is associated with each edge of E 1 = {(v i , v j ) : v i , v j ∈ V, i < j} and a travel time t ij is associated with each edge of
The truck travels along the edges of E 1 while drones perform back and forth trips along the edges of E 2 to service customers. Assuming that both the truck and the drones start from the depot at time 0. A drone can service only one customer during a flight. The objective of the 2ER-TD is to minimize the delivery completion time, that is, the time at which the truck and all drones are back to the depot, with the service of all customers being complete.
Two variants can arise in practice: the 2ER-TD with single trip drone (2ER-TDs) and the 2ER-TD with multiple trip drone (2ER-TDm). At any node v i ∈ V , the former considers a drone performs only one flight to service a customer while in the latter, a drone can perform multiple back and forth trips to service many customers. Obviously, the second variant is more general. However, the first one can arise in several contexts for some reasons. First, when there are relatively enough drones, a drone does not have to perform multiple trips. Second, the scheduler wants to keep routing plans simple and does not have to care about the delivery order for each drone. Third, it could be unnecessary to spend time on loading parcels into the drones while the truck is stationary to wait for the drones coming back. Instead, preparing parcels can be done while the truck travels on the road to save more time. Figure 1 illustrates these two situations. The dotted lines show the back-and-forth drone trips while the solid ones belong to the truck trip. The numbers on the dotted lines represent the drone identification. For example, from truck node 3 of the 2ER-TDm solution, drone 1 performs two trips while drone 2 performs one trip. As shown in Figure 1 , allowing the drones to perform multiple trips can reduce the number of nodes visited by the truck (the truck node 4 is unnecessary to visit in the 2ER-TDm solution). The problem has a potential application in humanitarian logistics to solve disaster relief problems. In this application, after a disaster, health care organizations have to supply the affected populations with food, water, and medicine. Due to road's condition, the relief vehicle (e.g. mobile hospital) cannot approach affected areas and must stop at several locations from which drones are launched to deliver products to the isolated populations (the set W in the mathematical description of the problem). The health care organizations have to choose the appropriate stops among |V | potential locations so that all populations can be serviced as soon as possible. It is worth mentioning that, in case the demand of an affected population exceeds the workload of a drone, a fleet of drones is required to fulfill the demand of a customer. This situation can still be covered by our problem models by multiplying a customer into many copies with the same location such that a customer copy can be serviced by a single drone.
Another application of the problem is to deliver commercial parcels in areas of high density customers. In this context, a number of drones can be launched at an intermediate depot to service many customers. Due to the large number of drones, the scheduler wants to keep the system as simple as possible by not allowing the truck to launch and retrieve the drones at different intermediate depots as proposed in [18, 27] . This transportation system can increase the service level when it services the customers faster than the classical TSP-based method. In the experimental section, we will analyse and compare these two transportation modes in terms of the service completion time, i.e. the time coming back at the depot of vehicles. The contributions of our research are as follows. First, we introduce two new variants of routing problems with drones. Second, we formulate the problems as Mixed Linear Integer Programs (MLIP) from which we can solve small-size instances to optimality. Third, a metaheuristic based on the idea of Greedy Randomized Adaptive Search Procedure (GRASP) with new solution construction and local search operators is proposed. Finally, we introduce first benchmark instances to investigate the hardness of the problems and the performance of the solution methods, as well as to provide other insightful conclusions about the system. In particular, we show that the transportation model based on the 2ER-TD can be applied in not only humanitarian logistics but also commercial delivery to increase the service quality.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews related works while Section 3 describes our formulations. Our metaheuristic is presented in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 discusses the computational results, and Section 6 summarizes our conclusions.
Literature review
The 2ER-TV is related to three problems well studied in the literature: the two-echelon vehicle routing problems [31] , the covering salesman problem, and the routing problems with drones. We now review the main studies on these problems.
Two-echelon vehicle routing problems. There are two main differences between the 2ER-TD and the classical two-echelon vehicle routing problems (2EVRP). First, the transportation in the second echelon of the 2ER-TD is operated by the drones, not by trucks as in the 2EVRP. Compared with the truck, the drone has limited flight range and performs back and forth trips to service only one customer during a flight. Second, the objective function in the 2ER-TD is minimizing the time the truck and drones coming back to the depot. This leads to the fact that, at the intermediate depots, the truck must wait for all the drones returning. While in the 2EVRP, there is no need for the trucks in the first echelon waiting for the trucks in the second echelon coming back because the objective function is minimizing the total transportation cost of the whole system.
Several early studies on 2EVRP focus on exact methods based on mathematical programming solution techniques. The first branch-and-cut algorithm for the 2EVRP is described in the PhD thesis of Gonzalez-Feliu [17] . Based on a commodity flow formulation, the algorithm can solve instances with up to 32 customers and 2 satellites. Other branch-and-cut algorithms can be found in [29, 31, 21, 30] . Santos et al. [38] describe a branch-and-cutand-price algorithm for the 2EVRP that relies on a reformulation based on the q-routes relaxation. Baldacci et al. [8] propose an exact method based on a set partitioning formulation with side constraints. The results obtained on 207 instances with up to 100 customers and 6 satellites show that their exact algorithm outperforms the existing methods from the papers described above. The number of metaheuristics that solve the 2EVRP has also rapidly grown in the last decade. We refer the readers to the surveys by [11, 39] for further information about this line of research. Last but not the least, the studies on 2EVRP have recently been extended to the contexts where electric vehicles (which typically have a larger autonomy than drones) are used in the second echelon (see, for example, [9, 22] ).
Covering salesman problems. The class of covering salesman problems (CSP) is also similar to 2ER-TV in the feature that we also have to determine the location of intermediate depots. However, the basic difference lies in the second echelon where it is not necessary to deliver parcels directly from the intermediate depots to customer locations. Instead, the customers are required to travel to intermediate depots to pick up parcels. This leads to the covering constraints. That is, we need to find the location for intermediate depots such that every customer is covered at least once, i.e. being within some predefined distance from at least one intermediate depot.
Moreover, this class of the problem often considers the objective function that minimizes the transportation cost, not the service completion time as in 2ER-TD. The covering salesman problem is first proposed in [12] . It is studied in more detail by a branch-and-cut algorithm and a heuristic in [15] . The version with multiple vehicles is solved more intensively by a branchand-cut algorithm and a heuristic in [20] , a branch-and-price algorithm in [23] , a variable neighborhood search (VNS) in [24] . The variants in which a customer must be covered at least not only once but several times are considered in [16, 32] . Basically, the 2ER-TV is more difficult than CSPs due to additional decision layers required to be handled in the second echelon. Therefore, the solution methods proposed for the CSPs cannot be applied directly to solve the 2ER-TV.
Routing problems with trucks and drones. The model of combining trucks and drones is first introduced by Murray and Chu (2015) [27] as the Flying Sidekick Traveling Salesman Problem (FSTSP). In this proposed model, a drone is attached on top of the delivery truck, simultaneously moves along with the truck, and flies from the truck to make a delivery while the truck continues to service its customers in different locations. Once the drone completes its service for one customer, it needs to fly back to the truck at the current delivery location or along the route to the next delivery location. This problem differs from the 2ER-TD in the synchronization operation between truck and drone. In FSTSP, while waiting for the drone, the truck itself can travel along the way to service other customers. On the other hand, in the 2ER-TD, the truck remains stationary to wait for the drone coming back and cannot service any customer. In addition, the FSTSP makes routing schedules for only one drone while in 2ER-TD, multiple drones are considered.
In [27] , a mixed integer linear program is proposed to formally define the FSTSP. A simple and fast heuristic is also designed to solve instances with up to 10 customers. The Traveling Salesman Problem with Drone (TSP-D) in [18] is defined similarly to the FSTSP except for the objective function of minimizing the travel cost rather than the latest time that both vehicles return to the depot. Two algorithms are designed to solve the TSP-D. The first algorithm is adapted from the idea of the approach proposed by [27] , in which an optimal TSP solution is converted to a feasible TSP-D solution by local searches. The second algorithm, a Greedy Randomized Adaptive Search Procedure (GRASP), is based on a new split procedure that optimally splits any TSP tour into a TSP-D solution. After a TSP-D solution has been generated, it is then improved through local search operators. Freitas et al. [13] introduce a hybrid heuristic named HGVNS to solve the FSTSP. The algorithm first generates the initial solution by using a MILP solver to solve the TSP optimally and then applies a heuristic in which some trucks' customers are removed and reinserted as drone customers. Next, the initial solution is used as the input for a general variable neighbourhood search in which eight neighbourhoods are shuffled and chosen randomly. In a more recent work, Ha et al. [19] propose a Hybrid Genetic Search (HGS) with dynamic population management and adaptive diversity control to solve the TSP-D problems under both min-cost and min-time objectives. Based on problem-tailored components such as a split algorithm, crossovers, lo-cal search operators, and an adaptive penalization mechanism, the HGS is able to dynamically balance the search between feasible/infeasible solutions. The computational results show that the proposed algorithm outperforms two existing methods of [13, 18] in terms of solution quality. Other papers, including Agatz et al. [6] and Poikonen et al. [34] also study the problems very closed to the FSTSP.
Recently, the routing problems with multiple drones have been studied. The Vehicle Routing Problem with Drones (VRPD) is first considered by Wang et al. [40] . Several theoretical aspects have been studied in terms of bounds and worst cases. An extension of that work is studied in [35] , where the authors consider more practical aspects such as drone endurance and cost. In addition, connections between VRPD and other classes of VRPs have been made in the form of bounds and asymptotic results. The extension to the FSTSP called The multiple flying sidekicks traveling salesman problem is presented in [28] where a truck and multiple drones are synchronized to deliver parcels. A three-phase heuristic is proposed to solve instances with 100 customers and 4 drones. The k-Multi-visit Drone Routing Problem (k-MVDRP) in [33] considers a tandem between a truck and k drones. The new characteristic of the problem is that each drone is now capable of carrying multiple packages to deliver to customers. Unlike many papers in the literature, the k-MVDRP model also allows the specification of a drone energy drain function that takes into account the weight of parcels.
In [27] , the authors also study the second problem called the Parallel Drone Scheduling TSP (PDSTSP). In this problem, there is no truck-drone synchronization. Instead, a single truck is responsible for parcels far from the distribution centre (DC), and the drones are responsible for serving customers in its flight range around DC. In [27] , a formal definition, a mathematical programming formulation, and a simple heuristic solution approach based on greedy and local search strategies are provided. The problem is also studied in [37] in which the authors propose an iterative two-step heuristic. The first step (or coding step) transforms a solution into a customer sequence, and the second step (also called decoding step) decomposes the customer sequence into a tour for the vehicle and trips for the drones. The decoding procedure is expressed as a bi-criteria shortest path problem and is carried out by dynamic programming. The main difference among the solutions of three problems FSTSP, PDSTSP, and 2ED-TD is illustrated in Figure 2 . As specified in Figure 1 , the dotted lines represent the drone trips while the solid ones show the truck trip.
Finally, we also note that in [25] , the authors consider a problem named the Two Echelon Vehicle Routing Problem with Drones (2EVRPD). But this problem is different from one considered in our paper in several aspects. First, the 2EVRPD is more similar to the FSTSP. In fact, the 2EVRPD extends the FSTSP by allowing multiple drones and multiple trucks to make deliveries with the consideration of both trucks' and drones' capacities. The drone is allowed to carry multiple packages to make multiple deliveries to different customers before merging with the truck. Another difference is that the 2EVRPD considers the objective function of minimizing the total delivery time, i.e. the total arrival time of both trucks and drones at the depot after completing the deliveries. Similarly to the 2EVRPD, the Two-Echelon Ground Vehicle and UAV cooperated Routing Problem (2E-GU-RP) introduced in [26] is also defined differently from our problem. In contrast to the 2ER-TD, the drone has to launch and land on the truck frequently to change or charge its battery while the truck is moving on the road network. Besides, only one drone is also considered in the 2E-GU-RP.
Mixed integer linear programming formulations
In this section, we propose mixed integer linear programming (MILP) formulations for two variants of the problem. Let W i be the set of customers that can be serviced from node v i (v i ∈ V ) and V k be the set of nodes from which drones can service customer w k (w k ∈ W ). Denote v n is a copy of the depot v 0 . The formulation for the 2ER-TDs uses the following variables:
• y i : binary variables equal to 1 if truck visits node v i ∈ V , to 0 otherwise.
• x ij : binary variables equal to 1 if truck travels from node
• a i : positive real variable representing arrival time of truck to node v i ∈ V ∪ {v n }.
• s i : positive real variable representing the duration the truck waits for the drones at node v i ∈ V .
The 2ER-TDs can be stated as:
The objective function (1) minimizes the time coming back to the depot of both truck and drones. Constraints (2) require that the truck must start its route at the depot node v 0 and never come back there. Constraints (3) mean the truck must return to and stop at the copy node of the depot v n . Constraints (4) imply that if the truck passes by a node v j , it must travel on an arc going in v j . Constraints (5) ensure the flow conservation for the truck. Constraints (6) show that if there is a customer serviced by a drone launched from v i , the truck must pass by v i . Constraints (7) ensure that a truck node is visited only if at which at least one drone is launched to service a customer. An optimal solution never violates these constraints; they can thus be removed. However, we still add them to the model to avoid creating redundant visited truck nodes in solutions of MILP solvers on instances which are not solved to optimality. Constraints (8) enforce every customer must be serviced while constraints (9) make sure that there are at most u drones launched from any node visited by the truck. Constraints (10) show the relationship between the arrival times at nodes v i and v j if the truck travels from v i to v j . Constraints (11) imply that if a truck node is not visited, the arrival time at that node must be zero. These constraints are redundant but we still keep them to get rational values of a-variables.
Here, M in Constraints (10) and (11)is a sufficiently large number and can be estimated by an upper bound of the objective value. Constraints (12) compute the time that truck must wait for drones at each node v i ∈ V . The remaining constraints define the variables' domain.
The formulation of the 2ER-TDm is more complex. Instead of using the two-index z-variables as in formulation above, we use three-index binary variables z lik representing if drone l ∈ U flies from node v i ∈ V \ {v 0 } to service customer w k ∈ W i . The 2ER-TDm can be modeled as: subject to (1), (2), (3), (4),(5), (10), (11) , (13), (14), (16) 
Constraints (17), (18) , (19) , and (20) have the same meaning as constraints (6), (7) , (8) , and (12) in the formulation proposed for the 2ER-TDs, respectively.
The experiments show that our formulations can solve only small-scale problem instances within a reasonable CPU time. To fill this methodological gap and to solve larger instances that can arise in practice, we introduce a dedicated Greedy Randomized Adaptive Search Procedure in the next section.
A metaheuristic
We now describe a Greedy Randomized Adaptive Search Procedure (GRASP) algorithm to find near-optimal solutions for the problems. This algorithm is selected due to its simplicity, speed, and efficacy. The GRASP was first introduced by [14] and has been then applied to solve a number of VRPs such as [36, 18] . An overview of the heuristic can be found in Algorithm 1 where f (S) represents the objective value of solution S. First, a greedy randomized heuristic RandomizedHeuristic() is used to provide a feasible solution. Then, this solution is improved by local search operators LocalSearch(). If the solution of the current iteration is better than the current best one, the latter is updated. The process is repeated until a given number of iterations n max is reached. We now describe in details two main components of the algorithm: RandomizedHeuristic() and LocalSearch(). 
Greedy randomized heuristic
Our greedy randomized heuristic uses the idea of cheapest insertion, i.e. we construct a solution by consecutively adding drone (or truck) nodes that provide the cheapest insertion cost until all the drone nodes are serviced.
To add the randomness, we select an unvisited truck node or an unserviced drone node to insert into the partial solution based on the roulette wheel selection algorithm ensuring that a cheaper insertion would be performed with higher probability. More precisely, the probability of performing the operation i is computed as follows:
where cost j is the cost of operation j and O is the set of possible operations. To define the next unserviced customer w k to be added to the current solution, we perform the following steps:
• Step 1: for each unvisited truck node v j and each arc (v i , v i+1 ) in the current solution, we compute the insertion cost of v j between two nodes v i and v i+1 as IC j = t ij +t j(i+1) −t i(i+1) . We then choose the insertion position for each unvisited truck node following the probability defined by formula (22) .
• Step 2: for each unserviced drone node w k and each truck node v i that can service w k , the assignment cost AC ki is computed by
Here, W T a i and W T b i are the waiting times of the truck at node v i after and before the assignment of truck node v i to drone node w k , respectively. In the case of single trip drone, w k is assigned to truck node v i iff there is at least one available drone that does not service any drone node at v i . If there does not exit such a truck node, the current process is stopped and a new iteration of GRASP is started. The truck's waiting time at node v i after assigning w k to v i is computed as W T a i = max(W T b i , 2t ik ). For the problem with multiple trip drone, w k is assigned to the drone l with the least flying time. In this case, the truck's waiting time at
where F T l is the flying time of drone l. We then choose the assigned truck node for each unserviced drone node following the probability defined by formula (22) . At the end of this step, we define the insertion cost IC k of each unserviced drone node w k as IC k = AC ki where v i is the selected truck node to service w k .
• Step 3: from the insertion costs of all unserviced drone nodes computed in the Step 2, we select a drone node to service in the current solution following the probability defined by formula (22) .
The algorithm iteratively adds an unserviced drone node and repeats this procedure until all the drone nodes are serviced. At each iteration, the objective of using the roulette wheel selection in step 1 is to add the randomness to the decision related to sequencing truck nodes while that in step 2 is to handle the assignment of drone node and truck node. These combined with the least roulette wheel selection in step 3 allow our GRASP algorithm to diversify the search and explore wider solution spaces.
Local search
The 2ER-TDs includes three decision levels: the determination of nodes visited by the truck, the sequence among them, and the assignment of customers to the truck nodes. An additional decision layer that assigns drones to customers is considered in the 2ER-TDm. Our local search operators are designed in such a way that they can handle all these decision layers.
Local search for truck tour
In both variants 2ER-TDs and 2ER-TDm, we first improve the truck tour using three classical local searches proposed for the TSP as follows:
• relocateTruckNode: relocate a truck node to other positions in the truck tour
• swapTruckNode: swap the position of two truck nodes in the tour • 2-opt: remove two edges from the tour, and reconnects the two created paths.
We note that these moves do not impact the assignment of customers. They also do not remove any visited truck node neither add any unvisited node to the current solution. After the local search for the truck tour is performed, we compute and save the best position of inserting each unvisited truck node into the solution for later use.
Local search for 2ER-TDs
For the 2ER-TDs, at each truck node, a drone can perform only one flight and at most u customers are serviced. The important decision in this case is to define the assignment of customers to truck nodes. Thus, the main objective of the local searches proposed for the 2ER-TDs is to re-assign the customers to other truck nodes:
• swapAssignment1: we choose two customers and try to swap their assigned truck nodes. More precisely, let assign(i, k) be an assignment of node v i to customer w k . Given a feasible solution with two assignments assign(i, k) and assign(i , k ), this local search tries to find a better solution by verifying assignments assign(i, k ) and assign(i , k) which are feasible w.r.t the flying range constraint.
• reAssignment1: we try to reassign a customer to other truck nodes. Let assign(i, k) be a current assignment of truck node v i to customer w k . When we try to re-assign customer w k to a different truck node v j at which there is still an available drone, two cases must be taken into accounts. If v j is not visited in the current solution, it is added to its best position found at the end of the local search for a truck tour. The re-assignment cost must thus include this insertion cost of v j . In the second case when v j is already visited, the re-assignment cost only depends on the additional waiting time of the truck at v j when serving customer w k . After the move is performed, if v i does not service any customer, it is removed from the solution and its two adjacent nodes are directly linked in the new solution.
To speed up the local search, it is necessary to compute the variation of the objective function for each move in O(1). For this purpose, we use two vectors t f i and t s i to record the flying time of drones at each visited truck node v i to its assigned furthest and second furthest customers, respectively. Our local searches swapAssignment1 and reAssignment1 basically perform two different moves: add a customer to a truck node or remove a customer from a truck node. In the first case of adding customer w k to be serviced from truck node v i , the increase of objective function between before and after the move can be computed in O(1) by δ = max(0, 2t ik − t f i ). If we remove customer w k from the service of node v i , the decrease of objective value is δ = 0 if w k is not the furthest customer serviced from v i (i.e., 2t ik < t f i ). In case w k is the current furthest customer serviced from v i (2t ik = t f i ), the decrease is calculated by δ = t f i − t s i .
Local search for 2ER-TDm
An additional decision layer that must be done in the case of the 2ER-TDm is to assign drones to customers. Denote droneAssignment(i, l, k) is the assignment decision representing that at truck node v i , drone l is launched to service customer w k . We use the following local searches to re-optimize the drone-customer assignment at each truck node:
• relocateDroneAssignment1: we choose a customer and try to assign it to a different drone of the same truck node. To be more precise, given an assignment droneAssignment(i, l, k) of the current solution, this operator investigates other drone assignments of type droneAssignment(i, l , k).
• swapDroneAssignment1: at a truck node v i , we choose two customers w k and w k currently assigned to two drones l and l , respectively. We then try to re-assign w k to drone l and w k to drone l.
• relocateDroneAssignment2: similarly to relocateDroneAssign-ment1, this local search tries to assign two customers instead of one to a different drone of the same truck node.
• swapDroneAssignment2: this local search swaps two customers serviced by the same drone and one customer of another drone. Given assignments droneAssignment(i, l, k), droneAssignment(i, l, k'), and droneAssignment(i, l', k") of the current solution, this operator tries to find better solutions by verifying the neighborhoods with assignments of type droneAssignment(i, l', k), droneAssignment(i, l', k'), and droneAssignment(i, l, k").
• triangleDroneAssignment: we choose three customers assigned to different drones and re-assign each customer to a different drone in the triangle fashion. More precisely, suppose we have three assignments droneAssignment(i, l, k), droneAssignment(i, l', k'), and droneAssignment(i, l", k"). This local search investigates the neighborhoods with assignments droneAssignment(i, l, k'), droneAssignment(i, l', k"), and droneAssignment(i, l", k).
After the local search operators above are terminated, we add a simple greedy heuristic for each truck node to get slightly better results. The customers assigned at a truck node are first sorted in a list of increasing the flying time between customers and the truck node. Then following this list, a customer is added to the drone of the least flying time.
We also use swapAssignment and reAssignment proposed for the 2ER-TDs to change the customer-truck node assignment in the 2ER-TDm. The only difference is that, whenever a customer is re-assigned to a truck node, it is always added to the drone of the least flying time. Moreover, because the 2ER-TDm is more difficult than the 2ER-TDs, we use additional local searches as follows:
• reAssignment2: this operator works similarly to reAssignment1, but we try to re-assign two customers serviced from the same truck node to other truck nodes.
• zigzagAssignment: we choose two customers w k and w k assigned to a truck drone v i and serviced by two different drones l and l . We then change the drone servicing the customer w k to l and re-assign the customer w k to another truck node v i . Suppose we have two assignments droneAssignment(i, l, k) and droneAssignment(i, l', k') in the current solution, this operator searches for better solutions by checking assignments of type droneAssignment(i', l*, k) and droneAssignment(i, l, k'). Here, l * denotes the drone of the least flying time at truck node v i .
The local search operators and their order are described in the Algorithm 2. Whenever a local search or the greedy heuristic improves the current solution, the flag β is set to true and the process is repeated. If there is no improvement generated, the procedure is stopped. In general, there are two fashions of implementing the local search: first improvement and best improvement. In this research, the first improvement is selected because it is faster. Finally, it is worth noting that, to compute the change of objective values of the solutions before and after local search moves in O(1) in the case of 2ER-TDm, we pre-compute and record at each visited truck node the drones of the largest, second largest, and least flying time.
Experimental results

Experimental setup
Because there is no available benchmark instances for the problem, we create new instances with the parameters that simulate real-world scenarios as follows. All the nodes in the graph n total = n + m are randomly generated in a square of d x d dimension. First, the coordinates of n truck nodes are created. The customers' coordinates are then generated such that each customer can be serviced from at least one truck node. In other words, whenever creating a customer that cannot be serviced from any truck node, we remove it and create others until the required number of feasible customers m is reached. For all instances, the speeds of drone and truck are set to pre-defined values ϑ d and ϑ t in such a way that ϑ d ≥ ϑ t . More precisely, the speed of the truck is 40 km/h while that of the drones is selected in five values: 40, 50, 60, 70, and 80 km/h. These values stay consistent with data used by recent works [27, 37] . The travel times between nodes are computed by t ij = d ij/ϑ t and t ik = d ik/ϑd where d ij is the distance from a truck node v i ∈ V to another truck node v j ∈ V , and d ik is the distance from a truck node v i ∈ V to a drone node w k ∈ W . Here, the distance d ij is calculated using Manhattan distance, while the distance d ik is in Euclidean distance. The objective is to partially simulate the fact that the truck has to travel through a road network (which is longer) and the drone can fly directly from an origin to a destination. The drone has the flight endurance of 30 minutes as often used in other works [27, 18, 37] . To avoid creating infeasible solutions in the case of single drone trip, we set the value of u equal or greater than u min , the minimum number of drones that must be used to service every customer while satisfying all constraints and the drone speed is set to the minimal value of 40 km/h. The value of u min is determined by solving the following MILP model:
subject to (8) , (9) , (15) The algorithms are implemented in C++ and run on an Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-9500 CPU @ 3.00GHz, 3000 Mhz, and 8GB RAM memory. CPLEX 12.10 is used whenever the MILP formulation needs to be solved. Different experiments have been carried out to evaluate the performance of the proposed methods and analyse the impact of parameters. All the instances and detailed results can be downloaded at http://orlab.vn/home/download or http://orlab.com.vn/home/download.
Comparison of GRASP with MILP formulation
In this section, to validate the MILP formulations, we report the results obtained by CPLEX in a running time for each instance limited to 1 hour. Another objective is to investigate the impact of data characteristics on the complexity of the problems. We also wish to observe the performance of the GRASP method when compared with the exact method.
The nodes in the graph are created in a square of dimension d set to 20 and 30 km. Because CPLEX cannot solve to optimality large instances, we only consider small-size ones with n total = {20, 32} and n = { n total/4, n total/2}. The number of drones is set to u min , u min + 1, u min + 2, and u min + 3. Our instances are named d − n − m, where d is the dimension of the square which includes the graph, n is the number of truck nodes, and m is the number of customers. The big M in the MILP formulations is set to the objective value of solutions provided by the GRASP. And finally, the number of iterations n max of the GRASP is set to 5000.
The obtained results of the algorithms in the cases d = 20 and d = 30 are reported in Tables 1 and 2 , respectively. Here, the meaning of column headings is as follows:
• Data: the name of instances;
• ϑ d : the speed of drones;
• Obj: the objective value of solutions found by the methods;
• Time: the running time of the algorithms to find the final solutions (in seconds);
The instances that CPLEX cannot solve to optimality are marked with (-) while optimal solutions are marked with (*). Better solutions provided by the two methods are highlighted in bold.
As can be seen in the result tables, the MILP-based methods can successfully solve to optimality all the instances but ones with 16 customers and 16 truck nodes. When the number of truck nodes increases, the problems become harder as expected. However, the hardness of the problems tends to be insensitive to the number of customers. This is similar to the covering tour problem studied in [20] , although compared with the covering tour problem, the 2ER-TD problems involve an additional decision layer related to the solution of the parallel machine scheduling problem at each visited truck node. Another interesting observation is that, although being more complex, there is no clear indication that shows 2ER-TDm is harder than 2ER-TDs for CPLEX. On instances with n = n total/2, CPLEX takes significantly more time to solve the 2ER-TDs formulation. Using more drones tends to make the problem harder to be solved to optimality, especially on 2ER-TDs problems. The impact of the drone speed on the problems' complexity is not clear. Increasing the drone speed does not lead to a longer or shorter running time of CPLEX in a steady fashion.
The results also show a good performance of the GRASP on the tested instances. It finds all the optimal solutions provided by CPLEX but two instances 30-8-24 (ϑ d = 50) and 30-8-24 (ϑ d = 40) . On open instances, i.e. those that CPLEX cannot solve to optimality, CPLEX cannot find any solution. The only exception is on the instance 30-16-16 (ϑ = 40) when CPLEX and GRASP generate the same solution. It is worth mentioning that because we set M in the two formulations to the objective values of solutions given by GRASP, the MILP-based methods are enforced to find solutions that are at least as good as those of GRASP. In other words, this corresponds to provide CPLEX an implicit upper bound before its execution. The running time of GRASP is quite fast, never exceeding 1.5 seconds. GRASP takes more time to handle 2ER-TDm because it includes more local search operators in this case.
As expected, the completion time coming back to the depot of all vehicles is reduced when the number of drones increases or the speed of drones is higher. Further computations show that increasing the drone speed by an amount of 10 km/h to 40 In this section, we carry out the experiment to answer the question: "Could the 2-echelon truck-drone combination increase the service quality when being applied in the delivery of commercial products?". Answering this question is not trivial. Drones can fly faster in a straight line while truck is often slower and has to follow the city block distance. However, drones must perform back-and-forth trips whenever they service a customer. We answer the question empirically by comparing the new transportation mode (2ER-TD mode) with the common one using truck only (TSP mode) in terms of the time coming back to the depot of all the vehicles. As such, 2ER-TD solutions are compared with optimal TSP tours.
We generate graphs in a square of dimension d set to 30 and 40 km. The total number of nodes n total is set to 75 and 100. In this experiment, we suppose all the nodes in the graph are truck nodes, and also drone nodes. In other words, the truck nodes coincide with the customers. In the TSP mode, the trucks must pass through every customer while in the 2ER-TD mode, the truck must visit a customer location to launch the drones servicing that customer itself and the others. The number of drones is set to 2, 3, 4, and 5. The instances of this experiment are named d − n total . For example, 40-100 represents an instance with 100 nodes generated in a square of dimension 40x40. Because the MILP-based method does not handle these large instances efficiently, we use the GRASP to generate 2ER-TD solutions for the comparison. The number of iterations n max of GRASP is set to 50,000 to more efficiently deal with larger instances. Finally, we permit drones to perform multiple trips in this experiment and optimal TSP tours are obtained with the state-of-the-art Concorde solver [7] . (in percentage) calculated as the amount of time saved by using the 2ER-TD mode divided by the objective value of the corresponding optimal TSP solution. As expected, the higher the number of drones and their speed are, the larger the gap's values are. In particular, the gap depends on the drone speed in an approximately linear relationship. With the smallest value of the drone speed, the 2ER-TD can reduce up to nearly 20% amount of time. The gaps increase even up to nearly 50% when the speed of drones is doubled to 80 km/h. This clearly demonstrates the benefit of using the 2ER-TD in commercial deliveries. Another interesting observation is that the time reduction given by the 2ED-TD tends to be higher in regions with low customer densities. For a given setting in which the number of drones and their speed are fixed, the gap in the case d = 40 is, in general, greater than that in the case d = 30. The large distances between customers' locations bring advantages for using drones as a means of delivery.
Conclusion
In this article, we introduced two variants of the well-known two-echelon vehicle routing problem in which a truck works on the first echelon to transport parcels to intermediate depots while in the second echelon, drones are used to deliver parcels to customers. We proposed MILP programs and a GRASP-based metaheuristic with problem-tailored construction solutions and local search operators. Our local search moves can cover all the decision layers of the problems and run in O(1) using other data structures. Obtained results show the validity of our models and the performance of our metaheuristic on the tested instances. The experiments also demonstrate the benefit of using the 2ER-TD transportation mode in commercial delivery.
The research perspectives are numerous. First, a clear limit in the evaluation of our methods is the lack of both upper and lower bounds (except for small instances for which optimal solutions are known). Developing an efficient exact solution method, such as branch-and-cut or branch-and-price, or finding tight lower bounds is certainly an important direction to follow. Exact solution algorithms have been developed for other types of routing problems where only a subset of nodes is selected to visit (e.g. the vehicle routing problem with service level constraints [10] ). The valid inequalities and separation algorithms used in these algorithms could certainly be adapted to our problems. Other more complex meta-heuristics (for example, the hybrid genetic algorithm in [19] ) could be also developed to investigate the performance of our GRASP on larger instances.
Finally, more complex and general variants of the problems would certainly deserve to be studied in future works. Especially, a strong limit in our problems is to use a single truck. Delivery service can typically involve multiple trucks. Extending the problem to this setting would definitely be an interesting research direction to follow.
